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What happens when you combine ink, graphite, a blade, wood, and paper and apply pressure? 
Orit Hofshi breathtakingly demonstrates the powerful effects of this application of tools in her 
adept landscapes. Known for her monumental-sized works, she often integrates prints with 
drawings and woodblocks to create multi-dimensional installations.  
 
Shulamit Gallery is pleased to present the first large-scale West Coast solo exhibition by noted 
Israeli artist and printmaker Orit Hofshi. Her enigmatic, seminal installations align closely with 
the mission and vision of Shulamit Gallery as an innovative art space committed to engaging 
locals through cross-cultural exhibitions and programming. Devoted to building bridges 
between our regional and global community, Shulamit Gallery focuses on the Middle East with a 
special interest in Iranian, Israeli, and Jewish artists. 
 
Hofshi, born in 1959, currently lives in Herzliya, Israel. She received her MA in Arts from Leeds 
University, UK and continued her studies at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in 
Philadelphia, where she majored in painting and printmaking. Since the mid 90’s, Orit has 
focused on works on paper, installations and woodcutting as her primary mediator, exploring 
the relationship between the artist, topographical patterns and her perception of the 
environment and man. She has exhibited widely in Israel, Europe and the United States 
including The Tel Aviv Art Museum, Israel; The Open Museum, Israel; The Israel Museum, Israel; 
Herzliya Museum of Contemporary Art, Israel; Swarthmore College, PA; Asheville Art Museum, 
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Orit Hofshi, Cessation, 2013, woodcut on handmade paper  



North Carolina; Philagrafika 2010: “The Graphic Unconscious" PAFA Arts Museum; The 
Courthouse Gallery, Ballycastle, Co Mayo, Ireland; and International Print Center, New York.  
 
Her Shulamit Gallery debut is a magnificent solo exhibition entitled Cessation, stemming from 
Latin, meaning delay or inactivity. In the context of Hofshi’s work, each image evokes respite, a 
sense of stillness, a cessation. Like in life itself, especially in areas of conflict, there are 
moments of quiet, as in circumstances of normality or spiritual uplifting. These periods, too, 
are a cessation – a moment of relief – a lull. 
 
Hofshi’s imagery is deeply affecting, without specifically or explicitly depicting places or events. 
She pulls images from media and history books, abstracting their location by placing the 
subjects within a new landscape. Her imagery takes on both uncertain and universal qualities. 
Her narrative, carefully carved away, rings true in each line incised into the wood.  
 
As explained by the artist, “The focus and mindset of my art is life as I experience it – directly 
and indirectly. Ultimately, it is about the human condition. My work reflects the emotional 
turmoil I experience, and my struggling with the realities of life in our region, and in many other 
areas across the globe.” This ambiguity of place is heightened in her works Cessation, Frontier 
and Divergence on display during this exhibition. In these works, it is unclear whether these 
scenes focus on moments of construction or destruction. Here, Hofshi allows the viewer to 
lose himself within her compositions, effectively determining the resolution.  Her story then 
becomes our story. 
 
Shulamit Gallery’s Project Space:  
 
Orit Hofshi will turn the Project 
Space into a site for her 
installation Convergence.  This 
work was originally created as part 
of her 2011 solo exhibition at 
Swarthmore College. Participants 
peer into the installation from the 
confines of a pine viewing deck. 
Explained by Andrea Packard, 
Swarthmore Gallery Director, 
“Hofshi suspends four woodcut 
prints depicting an avalanche of 
rubble. The panels angle skyward 
and toward four rectangular 
vessels, filled with oil that appears 
as dark and viscous as printer’s 
ink. Using wood, paper, and ink — 
the language of solid and liquid, 
darkness and light — Hofshi evokes 
essential elements of nature and art. She dramatizes the precarious balance of destructive 
and creative forces, chaos and order.” 
 
 
 Shulamit Gallery, founded by owner and director Shulamit Nazarian, began as a roaming gallery in the spring of 2006. Shulamit is pleased to be 

expanding to her first flagship space in Venice, California at 17 North Venice Boulevard, adjacent to the ocean. The gallery supports work that is 
aesthetically innovative, socially engaged, and that fosters dialogue and views the artist as a cultural ambassador. Devoted to building bridges 
between our regional and global community, Shulamit Gallery focuses on the Middle East with a special interest in Israeli, Iranian and Jewish 
artists. 
 
Shulamit Gallery is deeply rooted in the Persian value of mehman navaz, meaning hospitality. In Hebrew, this is expressed as hakhnasat orchim. 
The gallery is a place where people from diverse communities are welcomed. Our programming explores the role of art and culture in assimilation, 
acculturation, the shifting of geographical boundaries, personal identity and in how racism and religious persecution negatively impact our society. 
Shulamit Gallery strives to use art as a platform to create a more inclusive and hospitable future.  
 

To learn more about Shulamit Gallery, our exhibition schedule and programming, please visit our website: www.shulamitgallery.com. 
 

Khosh amadid.  We look forward to welcoming you! 

Orit Hofshi, Convergence (Installation view from Swarthmore College), 2011 
pine deck, prints on handmade paper, woodblocks, black fabric and liquid 

 


